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ON HB-FLAT HYPERBOLIC KAEHLERIAN SPACES

Nevena Pu�si�c

Abstract. We consider a hyperbolic Kaehlerian space with vanishing conformal invariant.
We prove a theorem which is fully analogous to results for Riemannian and Kaehlerian spaces
with vanishing conformal invariants. Also, we prove two theorems which are valid in some special
cases.

1. Preliminaries

If an n(= 2m)-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian space Mn with metric (gij) is
equipped with a non-degenerate structure tensor (F i

j ) which satis�es the following
conditions

rkF
i
j = 0 (1.1)

F i
jF

j
k = �ik (1.2)

Fjk = F i
jgik = �Fkj (1.3)

then the space Mn is called a hyperbolic Kaehlerian space.

As we have mentioned in the paper [2], the nondegenerate structure has n (the
dimension of the space is n = 2m) linearly independent eigenvectors in the tangent
space. In the paper [2], we also proved

Proposition 1. (A) Every vector in the tangent space of a hyperbolic Kaehle-
rian space is transformed by the structure into an orthogonal vector.

(B) The scalar square of a vector-original is opposite to the scalar square of
the vector-image.

In accordance to the Proposition 1, eigenvectors of the structure are isotropic
(null-vectors). As the structure has n linearly independent eigenvectors, there exists
a basis of the tangent space of a hyperbolic Kaehlerian space where these isotropic
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vectors serve as basic vector �elds. In such a basis, metric tensor is hybrid and
the structure tensor is pure. Covariant structure tensor is also hybrid. Using this
coordinate system, we can show that a hyperbolic Kaehlerian space admits isotropic
vector �elds which are not eigen for the structure. Moreover, such a coordinate
system shows us that a hyperbolic Kaehlerian space is divided very naturally into
two totally gedesic subspaces of equal dimension. Such a basis is called a separated
besis. Later in this paper, we shall construct a separated basis e�ectively. Also,
according to Propostion 1(B), there exist vectors of positive scalar square (space-
like vectors) and vectors of negative scalar square (time-like vectors). Space-like
vectors may serve as a domain for the involution (F i

j ) and its co-domain will be the
set of time-like vectors. We may choose such a basis; then the metric tensor will
be a pure tensor of signature (m;m) and (F i

j ) will be a hybrid tensor. Such a basis
is called an adapted basis. Sometimes the adapted basis enables signi�cant help in
calculations.

In the article [2], we have investigated some properties of a hyperbolic Kaehler-
an space. Among other properties, we investigated a conformal connection (as there
cannot be a conformal transformation naturally introduced) and we found a ten-
sor which is an invariant for all conformal connections on a hyperbolic Kaehlerian
space:

HBi
jkl = Ki

jkl �
1

n+ 4
[�ilKkj � �ikKlj + gkjK

i
l � gljK

i
k

+ F i
l Skj � F i

kSlj + FkjS
i
l � FljS

i
k + 2SijFkl + 2SklF

i
j

�
K

n+ 2
(�ilgkj � �ikglj + FljF

i
k � F i

l Fkj � 2F i
jFkl)]: (1.4)

By Ki
jkl we denote curvature tensor of Levi-Civita connection for the metric (gij),

by Kkj { the corresponding Ricci tensor and by K the corresponding scalar curva-
ture. Also, there holds

Slj = KlaF
a
j : (1.5)

In the paper [2] we proved that the tensor Slj is skew-symmetric. The tensor HB

is a curvature-like tensor and in [2] we proved the following algebraic properties of
this tensor:

(a) HBijkl = �HBijlk

(b) HBijkl = �HBjikl

(c) HBijkl = HBklij

(d) HBijkl +HBiklj +HBiljk = 0

(e) HBt
jkt = 0

(f) HBi
tklF

t
j �HBt

jklF
i
t = 0:

(1.6)

We call the tensor HB the Bochner curvarure tensor of a hyperbolic Kaehlerian
space, for the sake of two analogies: it looks much like the Bochner tensor (of the
Kaehlerian space) and the Bochner tensor is, in some sense, an invariant tensor of
conformal connections in a Kaehlerian space (K. Yano, [4]).
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In this paper, we are going to investigate a hyperbolic Kaehlerian space with
vanishing HB-tensor.

2. HB-at hyperbolic Kaehlerian space with almost constant curvature

We shall give

Definition 1. If the curvature tensor of a hyperbolic Kaehlerian space can
be expressed in the following way

Kijkl =
K

n(n+ 2)
(gligkj � gkiglj � FliFkj + FkiFlj � 2FklFji); (2.1)

then such a hyperbolic Kaehlerian space is said to be a space of almost constant
curvature.

Later, when we construct a separated coordinate system, we shall explain the
fact of a hyperbolic Kaehlerian space being of almost constant curvature.

Now we shall prove

Lemma 1. If a hyperbolic Kaehlerian space with vanishing HB-curvature ten-
sor is an Einstein space, then it is a space of almost constant curvature.

Proof. Suppose that our hyperbolic Kaehlerian space is an Einstein space,
what means

Kij =
K

n
gij : (2.2)

Then, in accordance to the de�nition of the tensor Sij ,

Sij = �
K

n
Fij : (2.3)

If we substitute (2.2) and (2.3) into the expression for HB-curvature tensor and if
we take into accout that the space is HB-at, then (2.1) holds.

As the space is an Einstein space, its scalar curvature is a global constant
and, in accordance to the De�nition 1, the space is a space of almost constant
curvature.

In order to transfer our calculations into the separated coordinate system and
to work in it, we are going to prove the following two lemmas:

Lemma 2. For two eigenvectors of the structure tensor in a hyperbolic Kaehle-
rian space there holds that either corresponding eigenvalues are mutually opposite
or the eigenvectors are mutually orthogonal.

Proof. Suppose that u and v are two eigenvectors for the structure, with
corresponding eigenvalues � and � respectively. Then

uav
a = ujvkg

jk =
1

�
ujF

s
kvsg

jk =
1

�
ujvsF

js = �
1

�
vsujF

sj = �
�

�
usv

s;
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whence

uav
a(1 +

�

�
) = 0; (2.4)

what proves the statement.

Lemma 3. If the vector u is an eigenvector for the structure on a hyperbolic
Kaehlerian space, then Fu is also an eigenvector of the structure. Then the only
eigenvalues of the structure are +1 and �1.

Proof.

v = Fu; vi = F a
i ua = �ui;

F i
j vi = F i

jF
a
i ua = uj = �2uj = �vj ;

what proves the statement.

Now we can construct the separated coordinate system e�ectively. First n = m
2

places take those eigenvectors of the structure which correspondto the eigenvalue 1.
Those are vectors v1; v2; . . . ; vm. The basic vectors vm+1; . . . ; vn are eigenvectors
with eigenvalue �1. Every vm+i we mark by v�i. Subspaces of the tangent space
of a hyperbolic Kaehlerian space Vm and �Vm generated by �rst m or the last m
of basic vectors are invariant subspaces of the structure. On each of them, by the
sake of isotropy and by the Lemma 2, every basic vector is orthogonal to every
basic vector (including itself) and integral manifolds of vector spaces Vm and �Vm
are totally geodesic.

In the separated coordinate system, the metric takes the form�
0 g���

g��� 0

�
(2.5)

in blocks, where �; � = 1; . . . ;m and � = m+ . The structure looks this way�
Em 0
0 �Em

�
(2.6)

and the covariant structure has the form�
0 g���

�g���

�
(2.7)

The metric tensor is, of course, symmetric.

By looks of metric tensor, only those components of Levi-Civita connection
which are of the form ����, �

��
����

do not vanish identically.

The only components of the Riemann-Christo�el curvature tensor, by looks of
metric tensor and Christo�el symbols will be of the form K����� in the separated
coordinate system. Also, we have to take into account the all algebraic properties
of the Riemann-Christo�el tensor.
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We can see that only components og HB-tensor which do not vanish identically
in the separated coordinate system are of the form HB�����. Our proposal is that
the space is HB-at. There holds

0 = HB����� = K����� �
1

n+ 4
[g���K �� � g�K�� �� + g ��K��� � g�� ��K�

+ F���S �� � F�S�� �� + F ��S��� � F�� ��S� + 2S���F�� + 2S��F���

�
K

n+ 2
(g���g �� � g�g�� �� � F���F �� + F�� ��F� � 2F���F��)]:

The all covariant tensors of second order appearing in the upper formula are hybrid
and, besides, there hold

F��� = g��� ;F��� = �g���;S��� = �K���;S��� = K���: (2.8)

Substituting (2.8) in the upper formula, we obtain

K����� =
2

n+ 4
[g���K �� + g ��K��� + g��K��� + g���K�� �

K

n+ 2
(g���g �� + g���g��)]:

(2.9)

If a hyperbolic Kaehlerian space has constant sectional curvature, then that
sectional curvature vanishes and, moreover, the space is at; also, any sectional
curvature of a hyperbolic Kaehlerian space vanishes except of cases when (from the
viewpoint of the separated coordinate system) the section directions of di�erent
totally geodesic subspaces or if one direction of the section is a vector which has
nonvanishing components in tangent spaces of both totally geodesic submanifolds
(again in separated coordnate system) and the second direction of the section is
the image of this vector by the structure tensor. The �rst case of nonvanishing
sectional curvature we call the cross sectional curvature and the second one is
totally holomorphic sectional curvature, because of holomorphy of such a section.
If the totally holomorphic sectional curvature of a hyperbolic Kaehlerian space is
constant (or if it does not depend on choice of the section at a point), then the
space is a space of almost constant curvature. This fact may be expressed in the
form (2.1) in any general coordinate system.

In the same manner as in the article [1] it can be proved that if a hyperbolic
Kaehlerian space is a space of almost constant curvature, then the cross sectional
curvature equals to a quarter of totally holomorphic sectional curvature. Both these
types of sectional curvature are in such a case, of course, constant.

Suppose, now, that the hyperbolic Kaehlerian space is a space of almost con-
stant curvature. As the space is HB-at, there holds formula (2.9) and we obtain

K�����u
v

��u�v
�� =

2

n+ 4
[4hu; viK��u

v
�� �

2K

n+ 2
hu; vi2]

for vectors u; v which form a cross sectional curvature. By hu; vi we denote the
scalar product of vectors u and v. The cross sectional curvature (which is constant)
can be expressed in this way

K(u; v) =
2

n+ 4

 
4
K ��u

v
��

g ��u
v

��
�

2K

n+ 2

!
: (2.10)
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If the space is HB-at and Einstein, then, in accordance to the Lemma 1 its cross
sectional curvature is constant, and, by (2.1) is equal to �2K

n(n+2) where K denotes

the scalar curvature of the hyperbolic Kaehlerian space.

We can notice that ourHB-at hyperbolic Kaehlerian space of almost constant
curvature is an Einstein space, because of Ricci curvature, appearing in parentheses
of the expression for constant cross sectional curvature.

Comparing the expressions (2.1) and (2.10) we obtain that K = 0, what, by
(2.1) means that the space is at.

We have proved that there holds

Theorem 1. If a hyperbolic Kaehlerian space is HB-at, then it is an Einstein
space if and only if it is a space of almost constant curvature.

We did not prove explicitely that a HB-at space of almost constant curvature
is an Einstein space (the converse of Lemma 1), but it is very easy to prove.

3. On the indicating quadratic form

In the present paragraph, we shall not introduce any additional proposals. Our
hyperbolic Kaehlerian space will be just HB-at.

We shall involve some abbreviations:

�kj =
1

n+ 4
[Kkj �

K

2(n+ 2)
gkj ]; �kj = �jk ; (3.1)

Tkj =
1

n+ 4
[Skj +

K

2(n+ 2)
Fkj ]; Tkj = �Tjk: (3.2)

Also, there holds
Tkj = �kaF

a
j : (3.3)

Now we can put
HBijkl = Kijkl �Dijkl ; (3.4)

where

Dijkl = gli�kj � gki�lj + gkj�li � glj�ki

+ FliTkj � FkiTlj + FkjTli � FljTki+ 2TjiFkl + 2TklFji: (3.5)

We can show that �kj and Dijkl satisfy the following relations

� = gab�ab =
K

2(n+ 2)
; (3.6)

Dijkl = �Djikl = �Dijlk = Dklij : (3.7)

We are going to prove a most signi�cant theorem, which shows full analogy between
conformally at Riemannian spaces, Bochner-at Kaehlerian spaces and HB-at
hyperbolic Kaehlerian spaces:
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Theorem 2. On a hyperbolic Kaehlerian space, HB-tensor vanishes if and
only if there exists a quadratic form Q such that the sectional cutvature of a holo-
morphic section � is equal to trace of the restriction of the form Q to �, metric
also being restricted to �.

Proof. We shall prove the theorem in both directions. Suppose, �rst, that
HB-tensor vanishes. We consider a holomorphic section, in directions of vectors X
and F (X). The vector X is not an isotropic vector �eld. From the viewpoint of
natural geomety of hyperbolic Kaehlerian space, the vector X can be expressed as
a linear combination of vectors from Vm and �Vm. The sectional curvature of such
a section looks this way:

k =
�KijklX

iFXjXkFX l

(gikglj � gkjgli)X iFXjXkFX l
=

�KijklX
iFXjXkFX l

hX;Xi2
(3.8)

where we have taken into account the Proposition 1(B) from Preliminaries.

Now we take into account that HBijkl = 0 and, according to (3.4) Kijkl =
Dijkl. If we pay more attention to local coordinates X i; FXj = F jaXa, the ex-
pression (3.8) can be rewritten as

k =
8�abX

aXb

hX;Xi
; (3.9)

where �ab are components of the tensor (3.1). Suppose that the �rst direction of
the section is the vector U , satisfying hU;Ui = 1; the second direction is the vector
F (U), with scalar square �1. Then, there holds for the sectional curvature

k(U; F (U)) = 4�abU
aU b � 4�abF

a
c U

cF b
dU

d:

Taking into account the formulae (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3), it can be easily seen that this
holomorphic sectional curvature equals to restriction of the trace of the covariant
tensor 4�ab of the second order to the holomorphic section �.

Conversely, suppose that the sectional curvature k(�) of a hyperbolic Kaehleri-
an space in the direction of holomorphic section � generated by nonisotropic vector
U and its image F (U) is given by k(U; F (U)) = 8�abU

aU b. U is a unit vector and
coe�cient of the quadratic form �ij satisfy the relation

�qpF
q
aF

p
b = ��ab: (3.10)

We shall prove that in this case HB-tensor of this space vanishes. In accordance
to this proposal about the holomorphic sectional curvature, there holds:

KsitkX
kF t

jX
jX iF s

hX
h = 8gkjX

kXj�ihX
iXh: (�)

If we take into account that the structure is parallel, applying the Ricci identity
we obtain F t

jKsitk = F t
kKsitj . Further, there hold

F t
jF

s
hKsitk = F t

kF
s
hKsitj (3.11)

F t
hF

s
j Kskti = �F s

kF
t
hKsjit (3.12)

F t
jF

s
hKsitk � F t

hF
s
j Kskti = F t

kF
s
hKsitj + F s

kF
t
hKsjit = F t

kF
s
h(Ksitj +Ktjis) = 0:

(3.13)
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Now if we rewrite the formula marked by (�) this way

KsitkF
t
jF

s
hX

kXjX iXh = 8gkj�ihX
kXjX iXh = 8gih�kjX

kXjX iXh

and if this relation holds for components (Xs) of any nonisotropic vector, then
there will hold

KsitkF
t
jF

s
h = 4(gkj�ih + gih�kj); (3.14)

whence

KsitkF
t
jF

s
h +KshtkF

t
i F

s
j +KsjtkF

t
hF

s
i

= 4[gkj�ih + gki�hj + ghk�ji +�kjgih +�kighj +�hkgji]: (3.15)

In the formula (3.15) we change index j for q and h for p and then contract by
F
q
j F

p
h . We obtain

Khijk +KjptkF
t
i F

p
h +Kijkh

= 4[FjkTih � gki�jk + FhkTij + TkjFhi ��kigjh + FjiTkh]; (3.16)

where the relation between Tkj and the form �kj is given by (3.2). Then we
alternate the indices k and j in the last equality. We obtain

2Khijk + (Kjptk �Kkptj)F
t
i F

p
h +Kijkh �Kikjh

= 4[2FjkTih � gki�jh + gji�kh + FhkTij � FhjTik + 2TkjFli

��kigjh +�jigkh + FjiTkh � FkiTjh]: (��)

There holds

(Kjptk �Kkptj)F
t
i F

p

h = (Kjptk +Kjtkp)F
t
i F

p

h = �KjkptF
t
i F

p

h

= �KptjkF
p

hF
t
i = �KtpkjF

t
i F

p

h = Khijk :

By this fact, we can rewrite the equality marked by (��) in this way

2Khijk +Khijk +Kijkh �Kikjh = 3Khijk �Kijhk �Kikjh = 3Khijk +Kihkj

= 4Khijk = 4[2FjkTih � gki�jh + gji�kh + FkhTij � FhjTik + 2TkjFhi

��kigjh +�jigkh + FjiTkh � FkiTjh]: (3.17)

After contraction by 1
4g

kh, we obtain Kij = (n+4)�ij+�gij , and after contraction

by gij , � = K
2(n+2) whence

�ij =
1

n+ 4
[Kij �

K

2(n+ 2)
gij ]

and then

Tij =
1

n+ 4
[Sij +

K

2(n+ 2)
Fij ] = �iaF

a
j ;

just as it has been de�ned. As we showed what the symbols �ij and Tij mean,
from (3.17) we obtain Kijkl = Dijkl and, consequently, HBijkl = 0.
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The analogous therem for Riemannian and Kaehlerian spaces has been proved
by Yano and Chen in [5]. The technology of proof of the �rst part of our theorem
is very similar to theirs.

4. HB-at decomposable hyperbolic Kaehlerian spaces

We shall prove the following theorem:

Theorem 3. If a hyperbolic Kaehlerian space HKn can be locally decomposed
into two hyperbolic Kaehlerian spaces of dimensions p and n � p (p and n � p

are even numbers) and if its HB-tensor vanishes, then each of these two spaces
is a space of almost constant curvature and these almost constant curvatures are
mutually opposite; conversely, the product of two hyperbolic Kaehlerian spaces with
mutually opposite almost constant curvatures is a hyperbolic Kaehlerian space vith
vanishing HB-tensor.

The consideration of a hyperbolic Kaehlerian space which is itself a product
space does not mean that we shall consider a space with two di�erent structures.

Proof. We are going to prove this theorem using the separated coordinate
system. The fact that the space is decomposable we can express in the following
way

ds2 = ds21 + ds22; (4.1)

where
ds21 = 2ga�bdx

adx
�b and ds22 = 2gr�sdx

rdx�s (4.2)

are matrices of decomposition components HKp and HKn�p, which are themselves
hyperbolic Kaehlerian spaces. The indices a; b; c; . . . are associated to the space
HKp and the indices r; s; t; . . . are associated to the space HKn�p. Evidently,
chosen coordinate systems in both spaces HKp and HKn�p are separated and
they together make a separated coordinate system for the space HKn.

For the space HKp, there holds

Ka�bc �d = 0 (4.3)

because of

Ka�bc �d = �K�bar�s = �g�bcK
c
ar�s = �g�bc

@�car
@x�s

= 0;

where we use the fact about the form of only nonvanishing components of Levi-
Civita connection in the separated coordinate system.

The space HKn is HB-at and there holds

HBa�bc �d = �
2

n+ 4

�
gr�sKa�b + ga�bKr�s �

K

n+ 2
ga�bgr�s

�
:

After contraction by gr�s, we obtain

Ka�b =

�
K

n+ 2
�

K2

n� p

�
ga�b (4.4)
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and after contraction by ga
�b,

Kr�s =

�
K

n+ 2
�
K1

p

�
gr�s: (4.5)

That means that the spaces HKp and HKn�p are Einstein spaces.

Now we calculate Ka�bc �d, which are components of Riemann-Christo�el tensor
of the space HKp. We obtain

Ka�bc �d =
2

n+ 4

�
K

n+ 2
�

K2

n� p

��
1�

K

n+ 2

�
(ga�bgc �d + ga �dgc �d);

using the fact that the space HKn is HB-at. The upper equality means, in ac-
cordance to De�nition 1 (and taking into account that we use separated coordinate
system), that the space HKp is a space of almost constant curvature; in a similar
way we can obtain that HKn�p is a space of almost constant curvature. Taking
into account the form of Ricci tensor of the space HKp, there yields:

K1

p
+

K2

n� p
=

K

n+ 2
(4.6)

and by (4.1)
K1 +K2 = K: (4.7)

Eliminating K from (4.6) and (4.7), we obtain

K1

p(p+ 2)
+

K2

(n� p)(n� p+ 2)
= 0 (4.8)

and this is the sum of almost constant curvatures of spaces HKp and HKn�p, what
completes the proof in one direction.

Conversely, if HKp and HKn�p are spaces of almost constant curvatures and
if these almost constant curvatures are mutually opposite, there yields that both
of them are Einstein spaces; then so is their sum. The scalar curvarure of the sum
is the sum of scalar curvatures of components etc.

The theorem which is analogous to the last one (for Kaehlerian spaces) has
been proved in [3] by Tachibana and Liu.
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